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Abstract. If the software fails to perform its function, serious consequences may result. Software defect prediction is one of the most useful tasks in the Software Development Life Cycle (SDLC) process where it can determine which modules of the software are prone to defects and need to be tested. Owing to its efficiency, machine learning techniques are growing rapidly in software defect prediction. K-Nearest Neighbors (KNN) classifier, a supervised classification technique, has been widely used for this problem. The number of neighbors, which measure by calculating the distance between the new data and its neighbors, has a significant 
impact on KNN performance. Therefore, the KNN’s classifier will perform better if the k hyperparameters are properly tuned and the independent inputs are re-scaled. In order to improve the performance of KNN, this paper aims to presents a robust tuned machine learning approach based on K-Nearest Neighbors classi-fier for software defect prediction, called Robust-Tuned-KNN(RT-KNN). The RT-KNN aims to address the two abovementioned problems by 1) tuning KNN and finding the optimal value for k in both the training and testing phases that can lead to good prediction results, and 2) using the Robust scaler to rescale the different independent inputs. The experiment results demonstrate that RT-KNN is able to give sufficiently competitive results compared with original KNN and other existing works. 
Keywords: Software Defect Prediction, Machine Learning, K-Nearest Neigh-bors classifier, Hyper-parameters Tuning. 
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   1. Introduction  

Software development has been growing rapidly, and it's getting more complex in terms of software size and functionalities. As a result, software reliability is an effect, which plays a critical role in the Software Development Life Cycle (SDLC) process. Catching software defects is one of the most difficult tasks in the software development life cycle. As a result of that, many software testing approaches [1, 2] have been proposed to re-duce software defects, such as static testing, which includes reviewing and analysing 
the software’s documents in order to prevent any software defects, while dynamic test-ing focuses on examining the software's behaviour to identify any software defects. Machine learning is a well-known technology that is used in many fields. Machine learning's popularity stems from its advantages in learning the machine from historical data and making predictions on future data. Machine learning in software defect pre-diction or software testing, in general, is still quite new, However, similar to other areas of artificial intelligence, it is growing rapidly. The code is a small unit in any application or program in which each portion of code is designed to do a certain task. In most cases, these codes contain some defects, which may result in a consequence disaster such as losing data, losing fortune or even losing lives. Software defect prediction is one of the most useful tasks in the SDLC's where it can determine which modules are prone to defect and need to be tested. It also allows the test manager to use the resources effectively while still adhering to the limits.  The purpose of software defect prediction includes classifying the software compo-nents into not defect-prone and defect-prone classes. It is also used for identifying any associations between defects. Another purpose of software defect prediction is to esti-mate the number of faults remaining in software systems. K-Nearest Neighbors (KNN) classifier, a supervised classification technique, has been widely used for this problem. A set of parameters, including the numbers of neigh-bors k, in the KNN classifier, must be tuned. The performance of KNN is highly de-pendent on the number of neighbors and the problem at hand. Therefore, the classifier will perform better if these hyperparameters are properly tuned [3]. Another related issue in KNN is that KNN is a distance-based method and the independent inputs or features of the dataset often come in different scale/units therefore calculating the dis-tance will not functions at its best due to some outliers in the dataset [4]. Therefore, this research presents a robust tuned machine learning approach based on K-Nearest Neighbors classifier for software defect prediction, called Robust-Tuned-KNN(RT-KNN). The RT-KNN aims to address the two abovementioned problems by 1) tuning KNN to select the optimal value for k in both the training and testing phases that can lead to good prediction results and 2) using the robust scaler to rescale the different independent inputs. First, to find the optimum values of hyperparameters, 
which are the initial values of the model’s parameters that are set by the data analysts before training the model, we investigate the number of neighbors manually and using Grid Search. In the tuning process, the number of neighbors is varied while the other 
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parameters remain constant based on the recommended values. Then compare their re-sults and find the best number of neighbors. Then, the optimal results of the hyperpa-rameters obtained are used in the second step which uses the robust scaler to scale the 
model’s features. The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2 explains how the K-Nearest Neighbors Algorithm works, Section 3 reviews the related works, while Section 3 pre-sents the methodology of RT-KNN for software defect prediction. The results and dis-cussion are presented in Section 4, and finally, the conclusion is in Section 5.  2. The k-nearest Neighbors Algorithm 
The K-Nearest Neighbors Algorithm (KNN) is a supervised learning approach pro-posed by Evelyn Fix and Joseph Hodges [5]. It is used for both the classification and regression of data. In both cases, the nearest k neighbors are used for testing the models. The idea behind KNN is a very simple algorithm. The algorithm defines k nearest neighbors of the new data, then it is classified based on a majority vote of its neighbors.  Suppose we have two classes, A with a blue circle and B with a green triangle, and we want to classify the red pentagon (it is called the test vector), as shown in Fig 1. The algorithm calculates the distance between the test vector and k neighbors. Suppose k=4, then the algorithm will calculate the distance between the test vector and its four neigh-bors, then the test vector is classified (also called labelled) as class A, since there are 3 vectors out of the 4 nearest neighbor vectors from class A and only 1 from class B.  

 Fig 1. illustration of KNN’s Classification 
 3. Related works 

In general, software defect prediction can be classified into two categories: manual classification methods and automatic classification methods. In manual classification methods, analysts utilize their own experience to classify software defects into distinct groups [6]. The analyst begins by establishing the category of defects. Then, based on their experience, they locate the defect in the matching category. However, this method of classification is difficult and requires a huge number of human resources [7]. 
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In 1992, IBM introduced Orthogonal Defect Classification (ODC). ODC is a manual classification tool that extracts some information from the software to provide insight and diagnostics. ODC defines eight defect attributes in its newest version [8], and it employs several attributes to describe defect features. Software defects are classified into eight categories based on the characteristics of these attributes, such as function, verification, algorithm, assignment, timing, association, interface, and documentation. Similar to ODC, IEEE introduces IEEE standard classification for Anomalies. The clas-sification using IEEE stander is based on user experience. Therefore, engineers must first classify the anomalies as defects or failures and then use the standard. Another manual classification is called Thayer classification where the tester fills out error re-ports during testing and comments from users to categorise errors according to their nature [6]: calculation errors, logic errors, I/O errors, data processing errors, operating 

system’s errors, and so on. In literature, there are many works similar to ODC, IEEE standard classification, and Thayer classification such as Roger classification, Putnam classification and Michael classification, to name a few. On the other hand, automatic classification methods use algorithms such as machine learning to classify the defects. In the literature, several machine learning approaches have been proposed to address the software defect prediction problem, such as logistic regression[9], neural network[10], support vector machines[11], and random forests [12].  Based on the information extracted from ODC, LiGuo Huang et al. proposed new classification methods using a support vector machine (SVM) called ODC automatic classification. Before using the SVM classifier, the method divides the defects manu-ally into six classes and then creates vectors to be used in SVM[11]. Close to ODC automatic classification method, Thung et al. proposed another auto-matic classification based on SVM. However, they believe that the reported bugs and the source code are very important for the classification process. Xia Xin et al. proposed an automatic defect classification model that uses fuzzy set feature selection and a 10-fold cross-validation method.  The method starts extracting the information from the bug report, then extracting the subset of features then evaluating the model using cross-validation. Another automatic classification based on trigger mode was proposed by Xia Xin et al. By analyzing the code, the method classifies the defect into Bohrbug, which is a simple defect and easy to isolate, or Mandelbug defect which is more com-plex than the Bohrbug defect. The method uses a fuzzy set to select the important fea-tures that can help to classify the defects [6].  4. Robust Tuned K-Nearest Neighbors Classifier for Software Defect Prediction 
This section describes the methodology of Robust Tuned K-Nearest Neighbors Classi-fier for Software Defect (RT-KNN) prediction including describing and analyzing the dataset and describing the steps that use in tuning and rescaling K-Nearest Neighbors Classifier.  A. Dataset 
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The JM1 dataset was used as the basis for our research. The dataset is one of NASA Metrics Data Program which is real-time predictive ground system. The dataset consists of 10885 instants, each instant represents a module, and 22 attributes including the tar-get attribute that label the software as DEFECTED class 1 or UNDEFEATED or CLEAN class 0, as Fig 2 shows. The dataset contains some statistical measurements of the software such as count of lines (LOC), McCabe Cyclomatic Complexity v(G), McCabe Essential Complexity ev(G), McCabe Design Complexity iv(G) and some Halstead's Complexity Measures such as Halstead total operators (n) Halstead “vol-

ume” (v), Halstead “program length” (l), Halstead “difficulty” (d), Halstead “intelli-

gence” (i) so on. More information about the dataset can be found in [13]. 
 

 Fig 2. JM1 dataset information 
The classification of JM1 is challenging because there are many modules with the same identical attribute values having different defect labels [14]. The correlation be-tween the defect class and the other features of the modules is not strong as shown in Fig 3. The correlation in the figure is scaled from 0 to 1. The last column and row of the figure, which present the correlation between the defect classes and other features, are low for all features. This issue may spur research on selecting the best combinations of features for better classification.  
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 Fig 3. Correlation between the features of JM1 dataset 
 The dataset also has another issue which is unbalancing since it contains 8779 de-fected modules and 2106 undefeated modules.  There is also overlapping between the two classes as the pairwise relations of the attributes of the dataset are shown in  Fig 4. 
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Fig 4. The pairwise relations of the attributes of the dataset 
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  B. Method and implementation 

A good correlation between the independent variables and the target variables is a good sign for the prediction. The performance of KNN is highly dependent on the number of neighbors. Selecting the optimal value for k in both the training and testing phases can lead to good prediction results. In KNN, The training phase is just sorting the training data thus the main computation of the algorithm is at the time of prediction rather than at the time of fitting. In the prediction phase, the algorithm finds the k neighbors of the new point by calculating the distance between the new point and the neighbors, and uses these values to classify the new point.  Therefore, the accuracy of the model is highly dependent on the number of neighbors. Additionally, due to the nature of and being a distance-based method therefore outliers’ values in the training data may affect the performance of the method, consequently, it is necessary to reduce the effect of the outliers by rescaling the training data. Accordingly, this section aims to propose a ro-bust tuned machine learning approach based on K-Nearest Neighbors (RT-TKK) clas-sifier for software defect prediction. The RT-KNN model has been implemented from the screech using python. Follow-ing are the main steps of the implementation: 1. Reading and Pre-processing the dataset: The JM1 dataset is used in this work. The data in the dataset is clean and does not require prepro-cessing. 2. The dataset is split into training (80%) and testing (20%) subsets. 3. In order to find the optimal value of k, the value of k is varied from 1 to 25 based on the recommendation values. Since the goal is to find the optimal value of k, the other parameters have been fixed. 4. The KNN model is trained and tested. The accuracy results of both training and testing are recorded. We can simply select the optimal value of k based on the testing accuracy results, however, we prefer to use another method to select the optimal value based on both training and testing results. Here the Pareto frontier method, which is multi-objective optimization, is used.  Pareto frontier takes two equally-sized lists (training and testing accuracy) and returns the line of points (a.k.a Pareto curve) that is fitted to the points, in order.  5. The optimal value of returning k by Pareto frontier which is the effi-cient points of both the training and testing phase is used for prediction.  6. For comparison purposes, the GridSearchCV is used also for finding the optimal values, and then the results of our method and GridSearchCV are compared. 7. Steps 3 through 5 are repeated, but this time after rescaling the dataset using the Robust Scaler. Robust Scaler is useful for removing outliers. 
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In case some input variables have relatively big values compared to other input variables, these big values, may affect the accuracy of the model, are rescaled using the robust scaler. To calculate the robust scale, the value is subtracted from the median, and then it is divided by the interquartile range (75% -25%) value. As a result, the scaler focuses on the large values while ignoring the variables with lesser values.  5. Results and discussion  

As mentioned earlier, the JM1 dataset was used in the experiments. The prediction accuracy is used to assess the performance of the tuning model. The prediction accuracy can be calculated using the formula: 
Accuracy =

number of correct predicted test modules

the total number of test modules
 

The following experiments have been carried out in order to assess the accuracy of RT-KNN: Experiment 1: Tuning the K Value manually and using GirdSerachCV In this experiment, the number of neighbors is varied from 1 to 25, while the other parameters of KNN are fixed. Fig 5 shows the accuracy scores of both the training and testing phases.  The figure shows that when the number of neighbors is less than SIX (6), the accu-racy of training data is high while the accuracy of test data is low which is called un-derfitting, and when the number of neighbors is greater than or equal to SIX (6), the model obtains good and stable results. Even though it is recommended to use an odd number for k, the best point that got the best results for both training and testing is when k = 22. 

 Fig 5. Train and test accuracy for KNN manually tuning 
In the second part of this experiment, the KNN is tuned using GirdSerachCV. Similar to manual tuning, the value of k is varied from 1 to 25, and the other parameters have been fixed. Fig 6 shows the accuracy scores obtained using GridSearchCV. The results 
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show that overfitting when the number of neighbors is small then as expected the results are getting better with a large number of neighbors. 

 Fig 6. Tuning KNN using GridSearchCV 
Experiment 2: Comparison of Manual and GridSearchCV tuning  The third part of experiment 1 is comparing the manual and GridSearcCV. The results of comparing manual and GridSearchCV tuning are presented in Fig 7 and 8. The fig-ures show the comparison of accuracy scores between manual and GridSearchCV tun-ing. The results show that the performance of the two models start to obtain good and stable results when the number of neighbors (k) is greater or equal to 12. The best ac-curacy in both models is obtained by manual tuning is when k equal to 22.  

 Fig 7. visual presentation of accuracy scores comparison between manual and GridSearchCV  
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 Figure 8: Accuracy scores comparison between manual and GridSearchCV   Experiment 3: Applying Robust Scaler on KNN As stated earlier, outlier values in the dataset may affect the performance of the KNN classifier. In this experiment, the dataset was rescaled using the robust scaler to lessen the influence of outliers. It is clear how much the effect of rescaling the dataset on accuracy; the accuracy scores have been improved significantly. In fact, other two scalers have been tested in this data set, which are MaxMin Scaler and standard Scaler, only the robust scaler achieves better performance than the others. 
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Figure 9: Comparison of RT-KNN with GridSearchCV after Applying Robust Scaler 

 Experiment 4: Comparison with Previous Works In this experiment, the RT-KNN results are compared with the best-obtained results from the existing work. The optimal k obtained from the previous experiments that applied the robust scaler is used for predicting the same test data. Only previously pub-lished works that use the same dataset and have the same number of features are con-sidered. The results are collected from[7, 12, 15]. The comparison includes different types of classifiers, some are distance-based similar to KNN while the others are based on SVM and decision tree. As Fig 10 shows, among the existing works, the tuning-KNN and Decision Tree (FR) achieved the highest accuracy. 

 Fig 10. Comparison of Tuning-KNN with the existing classifier 
 6. Conclusion  

This paper presents a machine learning software defect prediction approach based on the K-Nearest Neighbors classifier, called a robust tuned K-Nearest Neighbors (RT-KNN). The method attempts to address two KNN problems, which are finding the op-timal value of the number of neighbors and rescaling outliers in the dataset. Manual and using GridSearchCV are applied to find the optimal value of k, and the robust scaler is used to rescale the big values. Several experiments have been carried out in order to assess the accuracy of RT-KNN, including tuning the value of K manually and using GirdSerachCV and comparing their results, then applying the robust scaler and finally comparing the RS-KNN with some published results. The results of the experiment 
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demonstrate that RT-KNN generates outcomes that are competitive with existing pub-lished works.  
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